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Thermal Flux Measurements 
with a Compensated Heat-Flow Meter 
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ABS'l'RAC'l' 

Measurements with heatflow meters are used to check the thermaL protection -
of buildings or installations in situ as a nondestructive testing method. 

,Putting the heatflow meter on the partition that is measured disturbs the 
measured thermal flux passing through this partition. 'fhe thermal resistance 
of the heat flow ,meter affects the partition like a heat source or heat sink. 
The heatflew meter's surface is smaller than that of the partition and this 
nonlinear heatflow produces a systematical error in thermal-flux measurement, 

This error can be eliminated with a new kind of heatflow meter described 
here. This hetflow meter compesates for this disturbance of temperature field 
through the partition \'lith one auxiliary source (or sink:) of heat. So the me
asupement becomes one null method) faster and mope precise than the former mo
re ,common method. The heatflow meter oan be smaller and can function without 
a guard ring. 

Several experiments are made and some of the results are presented. 

IN1'RODUCTION 

In order to control the quality of thermal protection of buildings and other 
objects in situ, Jt is necessary to know the thermal loss of their partitions 
(\1alls) floors j roofs) etc.,)) 1. e. ) thermal fluxes passinp; through these parti
tions1 For the measureme2d of an unkno\1n thermal flux} tile method of auxiliary 
walls or hetflow meters is used. This is a nondestructive testing method. 

rl'he measuremenu is made by putting the auxiliary \'tall,5 .e. } the heat-flo':; 
meter, on the parti tion that is to be measured. ~'lhen the same thermal flux pa
sses linearly through the partition and the heatflow meter, the thermal flux 
passing through the partition is detepmined from the temperature gradient (the
rmal flux is proportional to the temperature gradient). 

By putting the heatflow meter on the partition that is beinr; measureu,tilel'
mal flux iSdisturhed in two ,"Jays. First, the thermal ressistance of the heat
flo,"1 meter affects the partition like additional thermal insulation. 5econd, 
assuming that the heatflorl meter is placed only on one, part of the partition 
surface, .its thermal resistance produces a nonlinear heat flo\,1 passine through 
the partition and the heatflow meter. 'l'his phenomenon pI'oduces a systematic 
error in thermal flux measurements, ~'/hi ch is kno'lln as thermal shunting. 

A further refinement to reduce the first type of error is made by reducing 
the thermal resistance of the heatflow meter by reducing its thiskness. 'i'hi.s 
prevents the reduction of the sensitivity of the heat flow metep. 'file number of 
thermocouples (which measure the gradient of temperature through a cross-sec
tion of a heatflow meter) must be'in creased. In order to eliminate shunting 
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apound the edges of the hetflow meter, <l guard ring is placed around the meter. 

To eliminate these errors, anew kind of thermal flux measuremend has been 
developed that uses a heatflo\>l meter that compesates for the disturbance of the 
temperature field through the partition. '1'he compesation is made by a separate 
surface heater placed on the meter's surface. 

?ROCEDURE AND PRINCIPLE OF ~1EASUREMENTS 

'I'he distribution of temperature through the cross-~)(~ction of one isotropic and 
:lOmogeneous plate (partition) in steady-:-;tate heat transfer is shown in I~ig.l. 
Figure 2 shows new temperature distribution through this partition in steady
-state heat transfer which occurs when a new layer (auxiviary wal!-!tl.'}-I\,flow 
lileter) is aded to the warmer side of. the whole surface of the partition. At the 
same tempera-tures of'the air and the same conditions of ' heat transfer (in rela
tion to the Fig.l) the temperature distribution through the partition plate will 
be changed. In the plane 2-2, the temperature decreases from 8 on 8~. 11'he aux
iliary wall affects the partition like the superposition of on~ additional so
,trce of cold (source of heat with minus sign), IIhich decreases the temperatu
re in plane 2-2 for a value of 8? - 8~ and whose actinr, is superposed to the 
initial flux through the whole cross-aection of the partition. 

To compensate for this disturbance caused by the auxiliary wall, It is ne
cessary to increase the temperatures of the partition to their initial values, 
8 and 9" Vlhlch can be attained by placinv, an additional source of heat if jn 
i,lane 2-'2 (for example, in the form of heating foil) or preferably, Oil the out
er surface of theheu·tflow meter (in the plane 3<S). 'J'hen the souce of heat is 
out of the partition-heat flow meter system. 

The auxiliary wall is usually smaller in area than the surface of the mea
sured partition. 'l'hen the lines of thermal flux passing the partition (at mea
surement without compensation) becOrRes convergent towards the heat-flow meter, 
i.e.,the thermal flux has a radial component (proportional to the temperature 
difference 9 2 - e~ on the surface of the partition). '{'here fore the temperature 
of the partition surface under the heat-flow meter will be lower than 9? and 
higher than 9~. In Fig.3 these temperatures are shown and maked as e~ (average) 
and 8m (under'-the center of the flux meter). ,j 

If there is an additional source of heat (i.c.,e~uivalent source of cold) 
producing the whole thermal flux passing through the meter and the partition, 
the principle of measuremend is not changed. The control of this theat souvce 
has to be adjusted so that the same thermal flux passes trough the partition 
as without the heatflow meter, i.e., trough the partition out of the surface 
covered with heatflow meter (when the partition is homogeneous). Greater or 
less heating of the heater causes a radial flow of ~eat through the partition, 
which belongs to the same law as a radial component caused bay additional ther
J~lal resistance of the heat flow meter. 'l'his radial conduction of heat is r,re
atest on the surface of the partition covered by the heat flow meter and appe
drs fist, GO it can be used for the control of the compensation heater. 

Figure lj is a schematic of heat flow meter with an additional source of 
heat, its insulating envelope, and thermocouples, vlhich measure the radial com
ronent of thermal flux (this is in the shape of a star' in the differential cou
nle) . 

RADIAL FLOW OF THERMAL FLUX 

Radial flow of thermal flux is solved by many authors 3,JI on the basis of 
;4axwell's:::5 solution' of Fourier's equations 6. However, the author used Loewen 

• If the auxiliary wall is put on the colder side of the partition analogous 
pelations hips are obtained. 'Ilhe auxiliary wall acts as a source of heat and 
for its compensation the JJcooling foill! is needed. 
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and Shaw's solution for continuous rectangular sources of heat on the surface 
of semi-infinite solids in steady-state heat conduction 3. 'l'his is because 
heat-flow meters with rectangular surfaces were used. 

An average temperature increase, hO s ' from a heat source of areal intensity 
gil and dimensions of sides m and t, is 

q" 

9, 

(1) 

= reduction of thermal flux because of thermal inSUlation 
of the heat floW meter 

= length of heat flow meter 

= thermal conductivity of the partition 

The maximal temperature increase, flO m, from the same source is 

q" 9 
(2) 

The factors A and A are functions only of m /9, (Fig.?), Ql1d >"1 is the ther
Iflal conductiv~ty of ~he partition. 

If the equation of equilibrium for the partition with the heatflow meter is 
formulated according to the distribution of the temperature in Fig.2, t'l() have 

(3) 

= thermal flux passing through the partition with heatflow 
meter 

= temperatures of the air 

= coeficients of surface (air film) conductance 

= thermal conductivity of the heatflow meter (auxiliary 
wall) 

= thickness of the partition, heat flow meter 

If the equation is formulated according to the distribution of the temperature 
in Fie.~, we have 

q 

( 4 ) 

= thermal flux passing through the partition without heat
flow meter 
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l"or the partition without the heatflow meter (Fig.1) J "Ie have 

(5) 

From Eq. 3 and 5 we have 

~. r. 
9., = 1 + q 2. + it+ 1 ) «, A, "2 

(6) 

From the Eq. 4 and 5 we have 

+ . 2..2+ £As ~ . 
9. ". A2 A , A2 

= = 1 + q' 
tAs tAs + + II ". A , ". 

qll = q - ql = q' (8) 

EQUATION FOR CORRECTION OF COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

The basic equation for heat conduction through the flat plate of homogeneous 
,Ilaterial (thermal properties independent of temperature) is given by Fourier 

"'there 

Q 

A 

= total heat flow through the surface 

= the surface area of the plate 

(9) 

= the temperature difference between two surfaces of plate 
perpendi.cular to the heat flow 

From Eq. 6 and 9 we have 

: + 2.l t 2.:l t .: } 
aJ >'1 ".l 0.2 

q' 1 6 i -61 
-I + -' + -

• 0. ). 1 a" 

If this equation is solved for >., we have 

-V B2 1 
-Rt + ~(o" '9,)( + 

), I = ", ad' 

2(0. -0, ) ( J. + J. 
" , "2 
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) q t 6f (11 ) 
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Prom Eq. '/ and 9. 'IIC have 

+ 2.<t+ tAs 
", AL A, 

q' 6, , 
tAs + 

A , , ~J.. , "2 AI 
O;t-6 1 0, - 0, 

(12 ) 

If this equation is solved for AI> He have 

(13 ) 

where 

If the temperature is only measured (Fig.3) in the center of the surface cove
red with a heatflow meter, it is necessary to replace 6;t- 6 J in the denomina
tor of Eq. 12 with 

If the average temperature of that part of the surface covered by a heatflow 
lIIeter is measured, ;'m have 

(15 ) 

Eq. 1 and 2 give A6 and A8m• Hhen q II from Eq. 2 is replaced with q - q I, :'le 
have definitively • 

A, ;; 

·.'there 

+ II q'6,tA.( Om 

2(0-0,)1 
m 0:2 

(16 ) 

Hhen qll Crom Eq. 1 is replaced with q - q t , we have an identical expression 
to Eq. 16, only instead of index "1.1" there will be an ~ndex liS". The values 
for As or A are taken from Fig.5 for appropriate geometry of the heat flow me-
ter. m . 

Because A is never negative, only the positive roots in Eq. 11, 13 and 
16 are used. 
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;·lEASUREMENT 

'l'he aim of the measurement is to establish first ,the possibility of heat flo\,l 
measurement with thermal compensat ion; second, if this' measurement is mOr'.e ad
vantageous than measurement without compensation, and finally the cause of-some 
phenomena in these measurements. 

Hundreds of measurements have been made in steady and variable states of heat 
conduction through the samples, ~8ing two kinds of chambers and three kinds of 
:Ieatflow meters. 'fhe same samples and heatflow meters are used for comparative 
measurements with and without thermal compensation. 

Apparatus 

'.I.'he first kind of chamber consists of a square box. Its thermal inSUlation is 
panels of expanded polystyrol. fI. heating aluminium plate is placed under the' 
chamber's cover and identical cooling plate is placed on the floor. 'r~lermosta
ts""are connected with both plates. 'l'hese thermostats maintain the temperature 
of the plates at the desired values. A plate made of soft rubber is placed 
over the lower (cooling) plate, to improve thermal contact between the cooling 
plate and the sample. 

The sample is placed over the layer of soft rubber. 'J'he heat flow meter 
(with and without a device for compensation) can be lowered or lifted from the 
sample by a handle, which is manipulated outside the chamber. 'l'lle temperature 
,lleasurements are made by Cu-Const and Fe-Gonst thermocouples. 

The other chamber is of the hot-box type. 'J'he constant difference of tem
perature between its rooms .is maintained by thermostats.'l'lle sample to be mea
sured is built into the vertical partition between the rooms. The conditions 
of measuremant the hot-box apparatus correspond to the conditions existing in 
buildings in situ. 

The dimensions of the heatflow meter (Schmidt's belt,used in the first 
chamber) are 512 x 58 x 6 mm. 1'he meter is made of vulcanized natural rubber 
and is used with about 100 Ag-Const thermocouples. 

A mica plate with a Cr-!Ji wire is used as a compensating heater. Jta sur
faceis coated with thin aluminium plates to equalize the temperature of h,he 
heater surfaces. 'l'he heater and heatflow meter are placed in an insulated box 
made of expanded polystyrol. A serpentine cooler is placed behind the heater 
for the measurement of the flux passing through the sample of expanded poly
otyrol which has a polished aluminium sheet. 

Calibrated commercial heatflow meters are used for measurements in the 
hot-box-type chamber. 

they are: 

1. heat flow meter Z 70, dimension 500 x 500 x 8 mm, made in Forschungs
institut fuel' Waermeschutz, e.V. Muenchen, \'1. Germany 

2. heatflow meter WS AP 80-1, dimension 110 x 110 x 1,2 lnm (for measu
rements) and heat-flow meters }1561 and }156}, rJiameter ~ = 106 mm, thickness 
},3 mm, all produced by Tech. Phys. I)ienst 'rNO-T"II, Dplft, iletherlands (for con
Lpol of compensation). 

The heater for thermal compensation of heatflow meter Z 70 has a cross
oection identical to the heater for Schmidt's belt. 'rhe heater for heat flow 
:neter WS AP 80-1 is made by printed circuits. 'rrle plates are of soft, p;,randed 
polyurethane of a thickness of 5 mm. They are glued as the thermal inSUlation 
on the surfaces of these heat flow meters. 

The Schmidt's-belt heatflow meter used in first chamber is much longer and 
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thicker in relation to its width. Its characteristics are different in practice 
from the heat flow meters used for measurement on the partitions. 

The conditions of heat transfer (diffusion, convection,rndiation) are chan
ged during experiments in the chamber. 'l'he state of heat transfer is made vari
able by changing the temperature of the water in the lower cooling plate (more 
drastically than it happens in practice). 

The following wall samples are used for the measurements: 

1. concrete of norma, granulation; 
density 2100 kg 1m ; 
uimension 750 x 750 x 50 mm 

2. 'J wall of hollow brick (36% cavity) with a total of 1 cm of plaster 
on both sides; 
~Dnsity 1300 ke/m3; 
dimension 7~O x 750 x 75 mm 

3. expanded polystyrSl; 
densit~ 15,5 kg/m 
dimens10n 750 x 750 x 20 mm 

q. expanded polystyrol with glued polished sheet aluminium (thickness 

1 mm). 'I'he sample of expanded polystyrol is the same as used above. 

Procedures of measurements 

'l'he output signal Kli6 so of the differential temperature thermopile is measured 
in steady state on the surface of the sample in both chambers before the heat 
flow meter is applied., After applying the heat flow meter, the output signal 
becomes Kh6t\. Then the output signal is adjusted on the value K66so by the com
pensatinr; heater. In this way the radial component of the thermal flux is an
nulled. The -radial component is caused by surplus or shortage of thermal flux 
through the. heat flow meter relative to the size of the flux before applying 
the heat flow meter. 

'Ilhe measurements of the thermal fl,ux of the temperature and heating cont-
1'01 are made like with an automatic data acquisition system. Fach of the values 
is measured or changed again every 5 minutes. The measurements with compensa
tion usually last 1 to2 hours. 

l).'he measurements of the heat flow meter with no compensation are made by 
putting the same heatflow meter on the same place on the sample. 'l'i1e measure
ments are made over sever-al hours until the values become established (this 
usually happens more than 24 hours after applying the heatflow meter). 

It is much more difficult to obtain the initial output signal KliO of 
the differential temperature thermopile during the variable state of RSat tran
~fer passing the sample than during its steady state. An integration of tempe
rature KASs id made during at least one full cycle of oscillation of the tem
perature of the sample in order to obtain the output signal KASso. 

Measurements are performed in.the hot-hox type chamber with compensation 
only by steady-state heat transfer. 'rhis is measured in normal room conditions 
and appeare as measurements on the spot of the walls between the rooms in the 
building. The measurements are only made on the concrete sample and in long 
intervals (several days and nights). In this ~lay the influence of transient 
conditions on heat flow meter and thermocouples are eliminated. 

The apparatus control of thermal fluxes are made with the independent heat-, 
flow meters I and II. 

'fhe WilY that the arrangement of· the thermopiles influences the sample or 
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heat flow meter have been examined as have their shape and position on control 
of the compensation heater. 

The sample of concrete with the arrangement of hot-box controls (marked I 
and II) is given in Fig. G. li'igure 7 gives shape and position of the piles of 
thermocouples related to the surface of the sample covered by heat flow meter 
Z 70 with compensation. 

The measurement is performed in this way: the values KAO so and the values 
for fluxes I and II are taken before placing the heatflow meter. From day to ' 
day, thermopiles are slowly adjusted separately to the same KAO so (only are the 
t-hermopiles on samples that have a value RAa so ' That is, heatflow meters I and 
II are adjusted on the same fluxes as before the placinr, of heatflow meter Z 
10. All the piles of thermocouples are separately controlled with compensat:ion 
1.;0 the value K69 :; O. This means that the compensation measurements are made 
for two separateS~alues of KilOs (initial and zero). 

1'ESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS 

Results of measurements of the heatflow meter with thermal compensation and 
llithout it in the form of thermal conductivities are given in Tab. 1 nnd 2 for 
steady and variable states of heat transfer (for samples in the one room cham
ber). 'I-he measurements given in Tab. 1 compare the steady and variable state 
of heat transfer through the corresponding samples (other conditions were iden
tical). 'fable 2 gives results for these same samples, '.lOd for the additional 
sample of expanded polystyrol with sheet aluminium, that were obtained with 
i;eatflow meter in steady-state heat transfer anci with the guarded hot-pl:lte 
apparatus. These results serves as an etalon. Figures 8-11 givethe diagram of 
variation of measured values in the steady and variable state of heat conduct~ 
ion with and without compensation, H3 a function of time. 'l'he results of mea
;Jurement,dn steady-state heat conduction passing the sample in the hot-hox-type;: 
chamber are given in Tab.). The typical cource of this measurement for heatflow 
,i!eter Z 70 is presented on the diagram in Fig .12. ftlmost identical diar;rams 
are obtained for the heat flow meter WS AP 8/-1. 

As can be seen in 'fab.l, higher thermal conductivities are obtained in the 
measurements with compensation than without it. 'rhese differences can be con
~iderable. l~ewer mutual differences are obtained with the sameway of measure
ment (with and without compensation) between thermal conductivities in steady 
J.nd variable states of heat conductivity for the same samples. 'l';lese differen
ces are practically inside the limits of accuracy of measurement with heatflow 
,Jeters. 

Relatively few deviations from the true values are oi)ta:i ned in all cases 
1n the measurements with compensation. However, these ueviations are higher in 
tj ree of four samples in the measurements wi t.hout compensa ti on. '['he uev in t ion 
is especially high in the case of the sample of expanded polystyrol with sheet 
aluminium (t237%). 'i'his error corresponds practically to the caSe f.t;iven by 
Cammerer 9 for this sample. 'l'his large error shows that without compensation, 
there is a significant thermal flux shunted around the heat flow meter by radi
al conduction through the sheet aluminium. 

The results of measurements given in Tab.3 confirm the results given in 
1'ab~. land 2. 

The first line in Tab. ~S shows the values of output signal or thermal flux 
used for the compensation with the heater. 'j'he second line e;ives the results 
obtained for such output signals for heat flow meter with compensation. 'j'he 
third line gives results obtained for the heat flow meter I, ~nd the fourth one 
is the same heatflow meter II. 
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!:NALYSIS OF 'rilE RESULTS OF I~EASUREi~ENTS 

'j'he majority of measurements of thermal fluxes are per-formed in the steady or 
quasi-:~.tcady state of heat transfer through the sample. It can be seen that 
:->uch measurements are the function of the homogeneity of the sample Inaterial. 
The measurements in the quasi-steady, e.I;.) slow variable state of heat trans
fer demands the measurements durin/! a larger number of cycles 10 with assis
I.nnce of so-called intof~rators 11 or scanners, \lhleh measure in definite time 
jnlervaln. 

It 1.8 proved ~dth these Bxperiments- that the measurements with a compensa
ting heatflow meter in a variable state of heat transfer can measure at least 
<-IS well as vlith no compensation. ::-n fact, tne problem of measurement in vari
:Ible heat transfer with the compensation heat flow meter leads to the statisti
cal measurement of cyclic variable value. 

The results obtained in measurements with thermal compensation deviate 
lel-'s from the results obtained by the guarded hot-l.Jlate apparatus than with no 
compensation (except when 'the partitions with big thermal resistance are measu
l'ed) . 

The l~esults of measurements of 'thermal flux for samples of different mate
pials are presented in 'l'ab.2. 'r'hese results are obtained from steady-stote 
eonditio'ns. '~'he results obtained by heatflO\'1 meter with ·thermal compensation 
aEree in the limit of error 'of apPal'atus "lith the results obtained in the guar
ded hot-plate apparatus. 'l'he results obtained with no compensation are out of 
the limit of error (except in the sample of expanded polystyrol, :-rilich has a 
high thermal resistance relative to the thermal resistance of the heat flow me
tel') . 

From this \'1e can conclude that a systematic error exists in the measure'"' 
liients "'lith no compensation. This error depends on homogeneity and thermal re
sistance of the sample's material. ~he results obtained in Tah.? "roe used for 
checkine Eq. 11, J3, ::nd 16 for eorrection of the error of measurements for 
the hcatl'lo", met.er with no compensation. r:quatjon 11 relates to the correction 
tlf measurements when the flux passes only linearly through the sample and heat
flow meter. '('he values 02 - 0 1 are taken for the difference of temperature ob
taineu out of the heatflow meter', but reduced foI' the temperature drop through 
the heatflow mete'r. 

EfJilations 13 and 16 relate to the correction of measurement Nhen the flux 
caused by thermal resistance of heatflow meters passes radially through the 
sample. In Eq. 13 the measured difference of temperature through the sample 
under the center of the heat flow meter is taken as values 82 - 8 I' '!'he same 
value is taken in Eq.16 as the difference of temperatures marked as Om - 8 1 , 

It can be seen that the correction according to Eq. 11 depends on the kind of 
measured material. r1'he deviation in correction according to Eq. 16 depends .on 
the accuracy of measurements of maximum temperature drop under the heat flow 
weter. 

CONCLUSION 

A new kind of measurement of thermal flux is suggested in this paper. This 
kind of measurement consists of thermal compensation of thermal flux alterati .... 
ons caused by the thermal resistance oC'the hp.atflow meter itself. 

'1'he compensation heat flow meter eliminates a systematic error made by 
.lteasurements without compensation. It is established that the thermal resista
nce of the heatflow meter af-fects the partition as a corresponding source of 
cold. An auxiliary source of heat can compensate for the influence of the sour
ce of cold. Conversely, an auxiliary source of cold can compensate for a sour
ce of heat, which i~ ,the case l'1hen the heatflow meter is placed on the cold 
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side of the partition. 

The auxiliary source of heat increases the flux through the partition back 
to what its original value would be if the heat flow meter were not put on the 
partition. In this case, the gradient of temperature throueh the heat flow meter 
is not made on account of gradient temperature across the partition but on ac~ 
count of the auxiliary heat source. In this way, the systematic error in ther
,,]al flux measurements introduced by the heatflow meter acting as additional 
thermal inSUlation is removed. The method of measurement, in principle, beco
r"es a null method. 

Because of the observed similarity of the additional nonlinear heat conduc
tion caused by the thermal resistance of the heat flowmeter and heat conduction 
caused by a source of heat, it will be possible to replace the influence of 
thermal resistance with equations for nonlinear heat conduction. ':."he satiRfac:.. 
tory results have not been obtained by experimental check of these equations, 
because of the conditions (for a semi-Jnfinite hody) of equation derivation 
.:.md temperature measurements. 

The compensation method of measurement gives results faster then the method 
(dthout compensation. '1'he compensation' method does not demand a new distribu;" 
tion of temperature through the partition. It demands only the adjustment of 
temperature of relatively small and thin heat flow meters. In this case the tem
j"erature of the partition remains unchanged. 

The compensation method gives more accurate results than the method with
out compensation in almost all conditions of measurements. 'i'he compensation me
thod is practically independent of partition material and of the method of he
at transfer. 

The sample of expanded polystyrol with aluminium sheet was measured with 
the compensation method and has given results within the accuracy limits of ap
plied instruments. ilithout compensation, the error was +237%. 

The compensation method results do not depend on the size of the heat flow 
meter applied on relatively homogeneous samples. f.1so, it is not necessary to 
nave a guard ring around the measuring surface of the heatflow meter. '~';le mea
suring surface of the meter can be very small and thus can also measure so
called thermal bridges. 
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1'ABLE 1 

des Wtlrmeschutzes 

Steady and Variable State Measurements 

r,taterial 
Quan- Heatflm'l Heter with Heatflow Heter with 

of tity Unit Compensation no Compensation 
Samplf"' Stendy Variah1e Steady Variable 

::;tate ,state State State 
--1--- 2 3 II 5 5 7 

A W/mK 1,19 1,2) 0,92 11 0,,)1;< 

Osr °C 11,8 10,?3 10,~ 9,11 
Concrete 

KAOso mY +0, (Ji)t +0,(;16 -'),134 -J,131j 

KMs mY +0,'165 +0,o15 -0, ~)(i2 -n,J71 

A 11ImK 0,11;;6 0, JI90 0,371 0) 337 

1101101'1 a sr °c 30, J 29, '( 30,3 29,F 

Brick KAOso mY +0,236 +0, :/35 -'),070 -()) .)7',) 

KABs mV +o)? _)6 +0, !)~J6 -'J ,':Jd6 -0, :){j<) 

A H/ml( 0)J 1111 
I>:xpanded 

O,u J1 30 O,05flB ° ,·.)?):l7 

6 Gr °C 31) j 
Poly-

30, ~i 31 , 'J 30,~ 

KIIA,::w mV +0,1115 
::;tyr'ol 

+0, ,-) 11 +o,oGr; +0,')('; 

KA8 s mY +0, Jj 15 +0, 335 +0,208 +0, ? 30 
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'rAIlLE 2 
Hcatflow f~etern anu Etalon r~ea surcrnr.Hl t. f1 nnd Gorrnctions 

r,laterial Quan- Ileatflow r.,eter Hot-l']aLp. :'~'!uations ror Correc-
of Unit . Hith Without Apparatus ' . Numher city c· 1 cn 

Sample Compensat.Compensat. \>Ilith G.!{ • (11 ) ( 13 ) (16 ) 

--- --- ------
2 3 'I 2 6 7 8 9 

A W/mK 1,092 0, 1~()5 1 , 11) 1 2 r" , )" 1, )11 0,711 

°sr °C +27,1) +27,1) +?B, ') +27,:> +21,,) +27,1,; 
Concrete 

KlI.Oso mY +0,1)05 +0,1 112 

K60 s mY +0,1)05 +0,273 

A W/mK 0,1115 0,371 0, '190 O)~.71 o , !~ ;)'/ O,Y.J~l 

Hollow °sr oC +23,2 30,3 32, ;! 30 , .3 30, "5 30, ') 

Brick KhOsa mV +o,nso -0,O70 

K66 s mY to,dSl -0,006 

Expanded A W/mK 0,lJ390 ° ,ln71 O,U::;9H 0,"/10 3 o ;-'_'j'{11 O,u)ll) 

Poly- Osr °C 2lt,1 31,;,> 30,2 211, ;1 2'~ ,,'l 211 ,;~ 

..;tyrol K68 S0 mV +0,1)8 11 +0,'>9 '1 

K110 s mY +0,tJti5 +0,73 1 

A W/mK 0,')585 0,13 '1 0,<)"598 

°sr °C 32,5 29,0 30 , :? 

KhO se mY to,I:09 +O,Ul1 

KhO s mV +0) 1109 -U,lUS 

TABLE 3 
Hot-Hox Type Chamber Measurements 

Quantity Heatflow Meter 

Z 10 tv!) AP 80-1 

·t, 60 s ° AOso 00 ° AOso °0 
A (W/mK) 1,20 1,215 1,228 1,2') 1,2;>3 1,?1 

AI (W/mK) 1,01 1,065 1,1115 l,1u5 1,137 1,OH 

AlI (W/mK) 0,035 O,~5 0,ll85 1, ')G 1 ):)~7 0,'10 
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Figure 1. 
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schematic presentation of distribution of temperature 
tl-_rough the plate in steady state heat transfer 
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,.'lguro 2. SchmMtlc presentation of temperature (l1strlbutlon through 

the plate and the heat flow meter in steady state heat transfer 
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'PLATt 
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Figure 3. Schematic presentation of temperature distribution 

through the partition and the heat flow meter on one 
part of the parti_tlan in steady state heat transfer 
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PLitT[ HEAT FLOW METa. 

INSUlATf2/'! 

/tEIlT FLov,} Mat 7z \ 
. en,eTJ \ __ WIT·"-_JifcJb ___ , 

,.'lguEO 4. Sahu(I\'lti(.-' pruscntiJtion or fhL }",,,t flow m"I"r ,)I.ICf..~J 

on tllo lMrtitio/1 (,J £,Jf..:!.-' ,wd C:I"OIW-I->c:cl.j,,", 
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Figure 7. The shape and posi tion of tho t-lwclfVpiles of thermo
couples related to the surface of ~he sample 
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Figure 8. Variation of the values measured with compensation in steady 
state, in function of time (the measurements start at time 
t=O) , 
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- surface temperatures 

- value proportional to the difference of tile 
sample's surface temperature 

- thermal flux 
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Figure 9, Variation of the values measured without compensation in 

steady state, in function of time (measurements start at time 
t=O) 

- surface temperatures 
value proportional to the difference of the 
sample's surface tempCH'ature 
thennal flux 
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sur 1 <leo tt.'mpul\Jl OJ ('09 

- v,11ue proportional to the difference of sample's 
surface temperatuze 
temperature of cooling plate 

- thermai flux 
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Figure 11. 
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Vilri,~tiol1 of the valuC's mea'<;lIn .. 'd without c(}mjJells.lti(JII ill V.Jri,l/>},· stdtl' ill fU/l('Li,,,, 

uf time {muasurc/lRJlILs st",./.: ,~t tilllL' t=O} 
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1
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- surtace temperaturas 

Kb,Bs value proportional to the dillen'lIef' of 
sample's surface temperature 

- temperature of ("ooling plate 

thermal flux 
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Figure 12. Variation of the v.llues measured wit/J compens,Jtion ill !;tedr/I, st'lte in £Ul/(.~tifm "~I 
t.ime (st'lrt uf Jll('.ISIIH"/IIPlltl'l .It tilll<! t=O) 

K • • s 

1 (II) 

(1/10 ,. 
f 

rr 
M 

v,llw' I''-''I'O/'tiolld/ t,o tlu' ,Jjl/f'H'IIe<' 0/ II,,' 
samfJ}"'s surJ',lee f-,_'m/Jvr,ltlln, 
curr{-'nt oj com[>fHls,lt. JOIl /JL'.It.f.'1 ('" tJ/'IH'l 

si,],· of ,lid'lrilm) 
v,dur'.'> vr ,i'f'rn",' 1111x rlimi,,;sh f('/I I im<'li 
nUIK lur tilt.' flux of til" Ilf'<lt floWII1<-'!"1 7./11 
mark foc tho flux of tile /W.,t fl<JWIIJ('t(~1 JI5(J I 
mark for the flux of the heat flowmoter 31561 
mark for the ordinill number of mc,~suremcllts 
(h - numbor of hours passing from the beginning of 
measurements, Oh is a start of mcilsurements) 

"Vertical dotted lines on the absciss and desiglliltioll n denotes tile 
shortness of diagram during tile night 
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